Abstract. As an application of the method of [2], we find the metric and connection on the space of conics in CP 2 determined as the solution space of the ODE (1). These calculations underpin some of the calculations in [3].
General theory
In [2] , a particular fifth-order ODE whose solutions are the conics in CP 2 was noted as an example for which the Wünschmann conditions were satisfied, and a torsion-free, GL(2) (or paraconformal) connection exists on the moduli space M of solutions, while the ODE is not contact equivalent to the trivial fifth-order equation y (5) = 0. (The fact that this ODE has solutions which are these conics goes back at least to Halphen [5] and may go back to Monge [7] .) In this note we spell out all the steps to finding the metric and curvature properties of M . These calculations are interesting in their own right, for illustrating the method, and they crucially underpin some of the calculations in [3] .
We begin then with the fifth-order ODE y (5) = Λ(x, y, p, q, r, s) = − 40 9 r 3 q 2 + 5 rs q
where p = y ′ (which doesn't appear yet), q = y ′′ , r = y ′′′ , s = y ′′′′ . With the conventions of [2] we calculate the partial derivatives of Λ as and it is straightforward to verify that the Wünschmann conditions, as in [2] , are satisfied so that the moduli space of solutions M admits a torsionfree, GL(2) (or paraconformal) connection exists, defined from Λ and its derivatives.
Write the solution as
where X a are coordinates on M , and concrete indices are bold. It will eventually be convenient to use (y, p, q, r, s) at some fixed x for X a , when we'll write them (y, p, q, r, s).
To say that M has a torsion-free, GL(2)-connection [2] is to say that the tangent bundle is a symmetric fourth paper of a complex rank-2 spinor bundle, with compatible torsion-free connection preserving the spinor symplectic form. Following the method of [2] , we impose
where ι A is a spinor field (and abstract indices are italic). With a slight change from [2] we shall suppose
where prime means d/dx and o A ι A = 1 or equivalently the spinor metric is
and is independent of x.
This entails o ′ A = Qι A , with P, Q to be found. Compress notation by introducing a constant spinor α A and writing
where one calculates
At the next stage we have
Calculating the left-hand-side and equating coefficients gives:
• From o 4 a differential equation for P :
• From o 3 ι an algebraic equation for Q which solves as
• There should then be three identities from the remaining three terms, but we defer considering them for a moment. 
Now it is straightforward to check that the three identities hold.
Note the inverse relation between the basis defined by the spinor dyad (call this the spinor pentad) and the coordinate basis:
4P dp
(dq − r 2q dp − r 2 12q 2 dy)
)dp + ( r 3 4q 3 − rs 6q 2 )dy
dy By a general argument the metric may be obtained from the spinor symplectic form as
but in the next section we follow a different route.
Metric
We obtain the contravariant metric in the chosen coordinates by starting from the condition g ab Z a Z b = 0 and differentiating repeatedly. We use the expressions for the coordinate basis in terms of the spinor pentad to find at once 0 = g(dy, dy) = g(dy, dp) = g(dy, dq) = g(dy, dr) = g(dp, dp) = g(dp, dq),
where recall that P 2 = q. Next g(dp, ds
and recall 2P 3 P ′ = qr.
For the rest a harder calculation gives g(dq, ds) = 48qs − 32r 2 , g(dr, dr) = 56r 2 − 24qs, and finally g(dr, ds) = 160 3
The contravariant metric is then
with coordinates ordered (y, p, q, r, s). This inverts to: 
where * indicates a term fixed by symmetry.
• Now we can check directly that
so that the metric is independent of the fixed but arbitrary choice we made of x, and also check that it agrees with (2).
• Note also that g yy = r 2 s
72q 4 is constant: this is a firstintegral of (1).
• A Maple calculation shows that the metric is Einstein with scalar curvature R = −60. That this is Einstein is to be expected from the general theory of symmetric spaces, as the space of conics is the symmetric space SL(3, C)/SO(3, C). This space contains two real forms: the positive definite SL(3, R)/SO(3, R), and pseudoRiemanian SL(3, R)/SO(1, 2), where the metric has signature (2, 3). This later case is what we obtain if (1) is regarded as a real ODE, and (x, y) are taken to be real. In [2] the Riemannian form was used.
• The Laplacian has no first-order derivatives and so is just
Equivalently, the coordinates are harmonic.
Connection
We assume the Levi-Civita derivative ∇ a extends to spinors so
for vectors φ a , ψ a , χ a , λ a to be found, and that this preserves ǫ AB :
Then φ a + λ a = 0 so we may eliminate λ a . Note that
We also want this extended derivative to be torsion-free. Recall
Torsion-free-ness necessarily requires ∇ [a y b] = 0 and this will also be sufficient as priming it up to four times shows. Thus
from which it follows that φ a = αy a − q −1/2 γp a χ a = 4γy a + δp a for some α, γ, δ to be found.
We may calculate primes of χ a , φ a , ψ a by using
and
Thus φ a and χ a are now known. For ψ a consider φ ′ a : The equation for ψ ′ a should now be an identity and indeed it is. Note now that
This is the condition for integrability of the distribution spanned by ι A ∂ ABCD and the integral manifolds of the distribution are the surfaces of constant y. Such a surface is defined by all conics through a fixed point of CP 2 . In fact we have a stronger result:
a formula which is needed in [3] .
The SO(3)-structure
We first recall some SO(3)-theory following [1] and [4] . The metric g ab is defined from the spinor epsilon as in (2) but here we introduce a new notation for this:
where the symbol S (ABCD) is introduced to define symmetrisation of the following expression over the indices ABCD with the usual factor (4!) −1 . We may define an analogous symmetric tensor G aep from six epsilons by
It is straightforward to check that
and the normalisation 6G
holds. More identities follow: trace (4) to obtain
Commute derivatives on G abc to obtain a condition on the curvature tensor:
Define
with
and contract with G ef p to deduce
after relabelling of indices. We need these identities in the next section.
A system of equations
In [3] and following Moraru [6] we consider the system of equations:
on a scalar F , where λ, µ are real constants. These can be written down in any SO(3)-structure but we are interested principally in the case of Section 1, which is also Einstein. Compress notation by writing F a = ∇ a F then from (8)
using identites from the previous section. Here the first term is
using the Einstein condition. The other two terms become 4 3
using the Einstein condition again. Putting these together
Conversely, a solution F of (8) with some λ will necessarily satisfy (9) with the value of µ given by (10), possibly after adding a constant to F .
In spinor notation the system (8) can be written and this must be equated to λdF . This system is considered further in [3] and it is shown there that solutions are given as follows: pick f (x, y) and perform the integral F (X a ) = f (x, Z(x, X a ))q 1/3 dx over a suitable contour. This is a translation of a formula in [6] .
